


The modern horror era was  kickstarted by Scream, which has
long been credited with reviving the horror genre. While most tv
shows and movies hardly mention other tv shows or movies
within them, almost as if they don’t exist, especially within the
horror genre, the characters in Scream mention, watch, and are
well versed in the rules and tropes within horror movies. Scream
acknowledges these rules, and tropes, going against some,
Sidney surviving even after having sex, and also showing how
even though some may seem ridiculous, you can be pulled into
them in the moment, like Sidney criticizing female characters in
horror for running upstairs instead of out the door, only to find
herself doing just that moments later.  Since Scream, many other
horror movies have attemptled to break the mold, and be less
predictable and silly, and more thought provoking. Even though,
Scream led to an evolution of horror, this wasn’t the first time it’s
happened. Ideas, and sub genres have come and gone from the
spotlight within the genre, and even combined with each other.
Even though many horror films try to outsmart their
predecessors, there are still some that stick to the classic formula.
There is no one way to make a great horror film. There are tons of
people who believe good modern horror films are few and far
between, and others who love just as many modern horror
movies as they do the classics, and some who even prefer
modern horror. To each their own! 

Due to the coronavirus, many films that were supposed to come
out in 2020 were pushed back, and are now expected to release
some time this year. While we have already seen some of these
be delayed yet again, such as A Quiet Place 2,  others already have
solid plans to be released either in theatres, to rent digitally, on a
streaming service or through a combination of these methods.
Some of these that we can expect to see soon are Wrong Turn,
Godzilla Vs Kong, The Conjuring 3, and more. 

In this issue of Fright Like A Girl, we discuss the most recent
modern horror films, and upcoming release!

MJ Sawan
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written off as alien knock off before it

was even released

bashed for starring ‘twilight’ actress,

Kristen stewart

wastes no time getting to the scares

and action

unique, lovecraftian plot

 women are the heroes 



OVER RATED:OVER RATED:OVER RATED:

hyped up to me as great film, wasn’t expecting it to behyped up to me as great film, wasn’t expecting it to behyped up to me as great film, wasn’t expecting it to be
campy and cheesy (would probably enjoy more uponcampy and cheesy (would probably enjoy more uponcampy and cheesy (would probably enjoy more upon
rewatch now that I do know what to expect)rewatch now that I do know what to expect)rewatch now that I do know what to expect)   
over the top, unrealistic kills and goreover the top, unrealistic kills and goreover the top, unrealistic kills and gore
familiar storyfamiliar storyfamiliar story

art the clown himself is very creepyart the clown himself is very creepyart the clown himself is very creepy
David Howard Thornton‘s performance is A+David Howard Thornton‘s performance is A+David Howard Thornton‘s performance is A+   
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We
Summon

The
Darkness

Flipping the script on the
satanic panic genre 










